
Congratulations on your receipt of a 
Stainless Steel, non-asbestos lined Chambers 

griddle cover (…reproduction) 
 

Peel off protective film before use. 

 

This griddle cover is not a griddle replacement, is not to cook on, and must be removed whenever the broiler 
burner is on, griddle is hot or is to be lifted. It is to protect your griddle cooking surface (if you cook on them 
regularly, as designed) and to pretty up the stove top. With proper care, this cover should last as long as 
your Chambers stove.  With this in mind, there are some things to make note of to help ensure that it stays 
that way. 

 

 NEVER use the cover over the hot griddle.  Stainless steel is pretty tough but you can warp 
the metal permanently if it gets too hot. 

 NEVER use strong abrasives on it.  The surface is fairly smooth and most messes can be 
easily wiped off with a soft cloth, hot soapy water, and a little elbow grease.  If you do need 
to get more aggressive in your cleaning, a scotch brite pad can be used lightly to break up 
tough messes.  Refrain from using cleaners such as Comet or Ajax. 

 ALWAYS take precautions and place a silicone mat or rubber footed trivet under pots and 
pans you place on top of the cover to prevent scratches. 

 

UNDER SIDE:  While the fabricator hand buffed the edges on each cover, there may be a few rough 
patches on the interior edges that need extra smoothing.  If you desire to do so, use a scotch brite pad and 
apply soft pressure as you start.  Work your way toward more pressure until you get the desired 
smoothness.  

 

EXTERIOR SIDES: I advise against abrasive pads, powders or scrub brushes on the exterior sides.  These 
will create tiny scratches, marring the surface over time, become more noticeable, and lose its shine faster.  
If you do end up getting a few shallow scratches on the covers, you can buff them out with a buffing or 
polishing wheel on a power drill or have a machine shop near you buff them out for you. 

 

WARPED GRIDDLES: This cover will fit properly as long as the griddle itself is close to its original flat state.  
I have seen a number of aluminum griddles that have become severely warped due to placing a hot griddle 
under colder water (such as for cleaning). Compound this effect over a few decades and you become the 
owner of a humpback, bowed, or cupped griddle.  If your griddle is warped, affecting placement of the cover, 
you may attempt the following AT YOUR OWN RISK: place griddle on the a hard flat surface hook side up 
and apply pressure on the wrapped sides by gently stepping on them.  Heating the cover beforehand will 
make the metal slightly more malleable and easier to shape.  If you have any questions before doing this, 
msg me (link below). 

 

BACKGROUND: These griddle covers are reproductions of an original product that Wayne Raska owns and 
has generously lent me to give to my fabricator for reproduction purposes. I've given the fabricator one of my 
B stove tops and a griddle for quality control testing and I have mostly confirmed that the griddle/broiler 
opening on the A/B/BZ/C/D models are identical (via external sources). They were all laser cut via CNC 
machines to ensure accuracy and match the original product. 

 

Originating FB post: https://www.facebook.com/groups/186968811810184/permalink/727105094463217/ 


